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one final 
quicklyshut 
rustling in my head 
hands 
scurrying grasping 
many busy vacuuming 
ideaswordsletters 
opening 
and collecting them in a bag 
they are placed aside 
for tomorrow's use 
pulling together 
they form the word 
sleep 
with no further resistence 
the last word is plucked 
from the soil of my brain. 
Mary Pasieka 
DREAMS 
The rain trickles 
Slowly 
Down a lonely path 
Not knowing where it is going 
Following the contours 
Of a faceless body. 
In the darkness 
Searching its way, 
Along ridges 
Finding its way, 
Over the smooth, 
Trembling hills, 
Moistened 
By the lucid rain. 
A dimmed light 
Refracts on the droplets 
Of shattered 
Mirror fragments. 
A reflection of time 
Upon itself. 
Following the contours 
To the rounded edge, 
Stopping 
Slowly filling 
Far above nothing 
Collecting everything, 
The rain trickles. 
David L. Muench 
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